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A global audio/music streaming 

provider recently opened a new 

workplace in Miami’s burgeoning 

Wynwood Arts District. The design 

plan, by OTJ Architects, features a 

100% free addressing workplace and 

studio in a former ship repair 

warehouse with an homage to local 

South Florida design and bold Latin 

American influences while meeting 

the company’s universal standards.
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A concierge and barista greet guests and workers in an open cafe-type 

setting instead of a traditional receptionist. This area includes open table 

work areas that require functional illumination while working with the cafe 

aesthetic. The designers selected 8″ handblown Lumi Sfera glass 

pendants to provide ambient illumination and designed custom long-arm 

LED wall lights for task illumination over the tables. Fabbian created the 

custom sconces with the required 277V remote power supplies in the 

desired design.
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As would be expected from a musical company, one 

workspace area includes a stage area outfitted with 

illuminated ‘gold records’ and surrounded by round 

booths with tables. The gold records were custom-

designed using Fabbian’s 5.5″ handblown Sfera glass, 

remote-powered LEDs, and 40″ metallic-painted gold 

discs. 
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The workstation booths are outfitted with additional 

long-arm custom wall lights using 277V remote power 

and feature classic black shades. The lights provide 

task illumination over the worktables.
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Designers used a variation of the gold records for the Green Room, employing 3.5″ Sfera 

Globes and “smaller” 24″ diameter disks; they lined the ceiling with the gold records to 

create a dynamic space to welcome visiting artists and musicians.
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Fabbian USA delivered a custom project on 

time and within budget by working with the 

designers to look at alternative finishing 

techniques and using existing glass models 

that would work with the designers’ visions.

Contact us to learn more about custom 

solutions that arrive within budget and on 

time!

For more information contact:
Fabbian USA
www.fabbian.us
307 W38th St. Ste 1103
New York, NY 10018 USA
sales@fabbian.com

mailto:sales@fabbian.com?subject=Custom
http://www.fabbian.us/
mailto:sales@fabbian.com?subject=Crio
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